
Hill Country and Enchanted Rock Field Trip

James F. Petersen

Geography and Planning

Southwest Texas State University

TIME PLACE/ACTIVITY

7:45 Leave the Dorm parking lot on campus.

9:45 Arrive at Enchanted Rock State Natural Area.

12:15 Leave Enchanted Rock.

12:45 Lunch at Fredericksburg, visit Pioneer Museum.

4:00 Leave Pioneer Museum and Fredericksburg.

5:30 Home at last.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

 Sample TEKS Alignment Grade 8
o 112.18.b.10 - understands the structure of Earth, the rock cycle, and plate

tectonics;
o 113.20.b.2.A - identify reasons for European exploration and colonization of

North America;
o 113.20.b.11.C - describe how different immigrant groups interacted with the

environment in the United States during the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries.

*Excerpted from:
Texas Alliance for Geographic Education. Young Geographers Alliance: Program Guide. (San

Marcos, Texas: Southwest Texas State University, 1991), 19-24.
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ROUTE: Take Ranch Roads 12 and 32 to Blanco (12 turns into 32 at the Wimberley Junction,
but we do not turn right into Wimberley). In Blanco, turn left at the (only) light on 4th Street,
this will be 1623. Follow the Blanco River on 1623. About six miles out of Blanco at the white
house (Casa Blanco?) take the left fork on 1888, and continue along the Blanco River. At the
"T" intersection of 1888 and 1376, turn right (north) and drive to the "T" intersection with
290. Turn left on 290 to Fredericksburg. 290 is the Main Street of Fredericksburg. Turn right
(north) on Ranch Road 965 (Milam St.). Enchanted Rock State Natural Area is 18 miles north
of Fredericksburg on RR 965.

WHAT TO LOOK AT AS WE RIDE ALONG: We travel from the Gulf Coastal Plain on which the
SWT stadium is located, across the Balcones Fault Zone, which passes through the
Southwest Texas State University campus. Going up the Balcones Escarpment, we are
passing across a major geographical (physiographic) boundary. Crossing over, we enter the
Great Plains Province of the United States. We also enter the Edwards Aquifer Recharge
Zone, an area of porous limestone rocks that allow rainwater to infiltrate into the subsurface
to fill a natural "underground storage reservoir," the Edwards Aquifer. The Edwards
Aquifer is a limestone formation that is riddled with holes and caverns that can store water,
but these large voids are not particularly good at filtering impurities from the groundwater.
What elements of the landscape change as we cross this zone? Some examples: elevation,
rock types, topography, vegetation, land use. I am sure that people in our group can think
of a few additional factors. In fact, we may have a pop quiz.

Elevation: The escarpment is about 400 feet high here and going to Fredericksburg, we climb
gradually higher. Look at the climate data for San Marcos (600 ft.) and Fredericksburg (1750
ft.) see if you can find any significant differences. Why or why not?

Climatic Station Data for San Marcos and Fredericksburg:

J F M A M J J A S O N D Annual

S.M. 51 53 60 67 75 82 84 84 80 70 59 51 68° F

1.9 2.4 2.3 3.6 3.9 3.2 2.5 1.9 3.2 3.4 2.2 2.4 33 in.

FBG. 49 51 59 66 73 79 82 81 76 67 56 50 66° F

1.3 1.6 1.8 3.3 3.3 2.6 2.0 2.6 3.0 2.8 2.0 1.7 28 in.

Rock Types: We pass from soft, easily erodible rocks of the Gulf Coastal Plain to resistant
rocks of the Edwards Plateau. The Limestones of the Texas Hill Country are for the most
part horizontally-bedded layers of varying strength (and resistance to erosion). The stair
stepped hills reflect this difference in rock strength-- strong rocks form cliffs, and weaker
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rock layers form slopes. Distinctive rock layers that are recognizable and mappable are
called Rock Formations. Formations are named after their type locality, the place where
they were first formally described, followed by the rock type--for example: Austin Chalk,
Buda Limestone, Edwards Limestone. The rock formations of this area of Texas are shown
on another handout. Rock layers on opposite sides of the Balcones Fault Zone are offset
about 9-1000 feet.

Rock Ages: The rocks of the Hill Country are, on the average, older than the rocks of the
Coastal Plain. Most limestones in this area date to the Cretaceous Period of Geologic Time,
which lasted from about 145-65 million years ago. This was the last Period for the reign of
the dinosaurs. Many footprints and tracks of these large reptiles have been found in Texas
Hill Country limestones, along with abundant fossils of marine creatures-- clams, oysters,
coral, sea urchins, etc.

Topography and Landforms: As the Hill Country was uplifted, the rivers cut into the
Edwards Plateau, eroding the horizontal layers into the hills that we see today. This area
displays many features (but not necessarily classic examples) common to regions of
limestone rocks, in a distinctive landscape called karst topography. A karst landscape is
characterized by landforms created by the natural solution of limestone by rain and
running water. Examples include: sinkholes and limestone caverns.

Vegetation: As we ascend into the Hill Country, we will see more Mesquite trees, "cedars,"
live oaks, and prickly pear cactus. The "cedars" are really a species of juniper. The vegetation
association of mainly grassland dotted with well-spaced trees is called woodland, which we
find here. There are many reasons for the change in vegetation, but here are a few for
starters:

(A.) Some species of vegetation grow well on limestone soils (basic), and can out-compete
species that would otherwise be found at that location.

(B.) This is a climatic transition zone, near a boundary that divides the humid east from the
arid west in the United States, and those four types of plants are adapted to dryness.

(C.) Because limestone can be porous, particularly in the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone,
water infiltrating into the subsurface is lost for plant use, so the "soil" is drier than it would
be otherwise.

(D.) There is little soil development in the limestone areas of the Hill Country, so vegetation
must be able to tolerate rocky sites with little or no soil. Generally, the Hill Country is a
tougher place for plants to survive in comparison to the Coastal Plain, which has alluvial soils,
higher precipitation, more soil moisture, and a more balanced soil pH.
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Land Use: Here you are on your own. I told everyone to think of types of land use in the Hill
Country. Let's discuss a few, while we are waiting for Fredericksburg to "roll around." The
next points of interest offer some clues:

 Freeman Ranch was donated to Southwest Texas State University, with the
stipulation of being kept in its original state to preserve a part of the slowly
disappearing Texas ranch landscape.

 Silo Antiques, a store on the right, was originally built as to be a model home.
Needless to say the hill country isn't exactly dotted with round "tin" homes. They
may not have sold well, but they would have been great in making a hailstorm even
more exciting.

 Wimberley, Texas. Wimberley Junction and winery. Wimberley is a relatively large
unincorporated settlement, and a center for Hill Country tourism and retirement.
There are many log and western style homes in the area, reflecting the concept of a
"rustic" life in the Hill Country. The Blanco River and Cypress Creek run through the
town, offering many recreational opportunities, as well as the threat of flood.

 "It's Floodin' Down in Texas." As we roll through the Hill Country, let's ponder why
the flash flood potential is so high here. Why us? Let's group the geographical
factors into three parts:

1. Climatological factors that can cause intense precipitation: A nearby
source of Gulf (maritime tropical) air masses that intrude into our
region and either run into the Balcones Escarpment and the Edwards
Plateau (orographic enhancement), or into a Polar air mass (locally
called "Northers") rolling down the Great Plains. There are no
topographic barriers on the Plains to stop air flow from northern
Canada to here, but lucky for us, it moderates as it moves toward Texas.
Because of these two climatic factors, central Texas holds a few
precipitation records, and many near-misses. Thrall, Texas: 36 inches in
18 hours in 1921. 1935, in D'Hanis, Texas: 22 inches in 2 hours and 45
minutes. Both of these are world records of accumulation for the time
indicated. Forget Cherrapungi, India.

2. Environmental factors: O.K., so it can rain in legendary proportions here. What
happens to all that water? Isn't the Texas landscape up to handling Texas-sized
rainwater runoff? If the rainfall on a place is not too rapid and intense (we have
already talked about that), much of the water can seep into the ground. Water
that infiltrates into the groundwater table is temporarily unavailable to the
runoff that contributes to floods. There are several factors that will increase
seepage into the ground. These include: gentle ground slopes, heavy vegetative
cover, and deep soils. Instead, the Hill Country has the opposite on all three
counts. (a) Steep slopes, (b) sparse vegetative cover and (c) thin soils (often bare
rock) contribute to extremely rapid runoff into streams and intensify flooding.
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3. Factors involving the streams themselves: There are several ways that a stream
can adjust to increased flow. A flooding stream will increase the velocity of
flow, deepen its channel, and widen its channel. All of these factors help a
stream handle more flow for a given moment. Unfortunately, in some ways,
Texas Hill Country river channels behave more like canals than streams. Most
"normal" streams have a bed (load) of gravel that will be scoured out and
transported during floods. Carrying the bed load of boulders and gravel tends to
slow a stream down, but excavating the bed makes the channel larger (deeper)
and minimizes the potential for water going over the banks, which we call a
flood. Because limestone dissolves in water, streams that drain limestone areas
of the Hill Country seldom have a bed load of gravel, so the more water they
receive, the more they tend to speed up. The bed of the rivers is often on
limestone bedrock, which the river cannot scour out to make a deeper channel.
With these factors eliminated, a stream "behaves" in the only manner that it
can: it flows faster, and goes over its banks to handle the increased flow.

Back to sights along the route . . .

 Devil's Backbone. The Devil's Backbone is a greatly dissected ridge where we can
get the best view of the Hill Country hills and relief.

 Fischer, Texas. Fischer is one of many small German settlements (not large enough to
be a "town") in the Hill Country dating back to the late 1800s. Today it is still owned by
the Fischer family. The settlement mainly consists of the Fischer Ranch, a general
store, an old dance hall where part of "Honeysuckle Rose" was filmed, and the current
center of social activity-- the Fischer Bowling Club. The Bowling Club is a place where
locals gather to socialize, drink beer, and bowl nine pins, set up by pinboys on the
four-lane alley.
o The influence of German settlement in central Texas is, of course, much wider

than just New Braunfels and Fredericksburg. Here are some useful sources of
information:
 German Culture in Texas, 1980, edited by Glen Lich and Dona Reeves, G.

K. Hall and Co.
 German Seed in Texas Soil, 1966, by Terry G. Jordan, UT Press, Austin.
 The German Texans, 1981, by Glen Lich, Institute of Texan Cultures, San

Antonio.
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 Blanco, Texas. Notice the farming-implement dealership as we enter Blanco,
unusual in many parts of the Hill Country. I thought I told you that the Hill Country
was poor for farming? Blanco once was a cotton growing center. Here, cotton was
grown, generally in areas along the rivers and streams on floodplain deposits. An
interesting aspect of Blanco is that the town was designed around a county
courthouse square, a common design for county seats in Texas. Unfortunately, the
courthouse building saw only four years of service in the late 1800s (1886-90),
before county lines were gerrymandered and the county seat was moved to
Johnson City. The old courthouse building has served several alternative uses over
the years, but currently it is vacant.

How did we do on Hill Country land uses? Real estate development, goat ranching
(mohair), general tourism, recreation, commercial caves, wildlife parks, exotic game
ranches, traditional ranches that are supplemented by hunting lease incomes, camps of all
types: church, boyIgirl scouts, tennis, golf and other organizations. If we did not do better
than this list, we better try again.

Here we turn on the road that winds upstream, along the Blanco River, where we can see
the bedrock-floored channel. Between Blanco and Fredericksburg, we get a good
opportunity to view the floodplain deposits (a light brown silt) along the Blanco River,
deposited on top of the Cretaceous limestone. This shows that the river was once flowing
at a higher level that today, which is not surprising, since rivers erode their valleys. But
take a look for a minute at the size of the Blanco River valley here. The river is nowhere
near the sides of the valley. The valley of the Blanco River is probably so huge because
during the Pleistocene Epoch (2 mya- 10,000 yrs ago) the climate was cooler and wetter
than today. Remember--limestone rocks, cooler temperatures, greatly higher levels of
river flow than today. Many Hill Country rivers flow in wide valleys that are
disproportionately large in comparison to the present size of the stream, because the
valleys are relicts ("fossil landscapes") of the Pleistocene.

 Stonewall, Texas is just north of here, the location of Lyndon Johnson's ranch.
Luckenbach. As we cross the low-water crossing on Grape Creek, we are at
Luckenbach, another old German settlement, site of a defunct cotton gin, relict
dance hall, and rural watering hole.
o Note: "Uptown Luckenbach." So many tourists come here looking for the place,

that the farm/ranch across the road finally got tired of giving directions. If you
can't beat them, join them. So, billed as "Uptown Luckenbach," they sell T-
shirts, and other assorted souvenirs. Unfortunately, signs that point the real
way to Luckenbach (the genuine one) last about three hours after they are put
up.
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 Fredericksburg. Fredericksburg lies in the valley of the Pedemales River, and the
rocks here are the Lower part of the Cretaceous layers. The lowest (oldest) layer
that represents the Cretaceous is a sandstone, the Hensel Sand. The Hensel Sand
and the floodplain deposits along the streams and rivers provide soils suitable for
the agriculture that drew settlers to Fredericksburg. These well-drained soils
support the peach orchards in the area. As we enter the town on 290, just south of
the road along the Pedernales River, we can see a deep river bank of stream-flood
deposits.
o Admiral Nimitz, the WWII naval hero, grew up here. His parents owned the

main hotel in town, now restored in the original design that was intended to
resemble a ship.

o Notice some of the old masonry buildings, built of native limestone and
mortared with pink granitic sand from the area near Enchanted Rock.

o A capsule history (ugh!) of Fredericksburg, with some geographical
observations mixed in: In 1846, one year after New Braunfels was settled,
Fredericksburg became the second Texas town founded by German
immigrants. Germany was overpopulated, land was scarce, and these
immigrants also sought political and social freedoms. The Fredericksburg site
was selected because of the flat and fertile farmland, available timber for
building and heating, and the water sourcefrom the Pedernales River. The
town was located away from the river to avoid flooding problems. Settlers
were given ten acres of land near the town to farm, and a half acre lot in town,
on which many families built "Sunday" houses. The Sunday houses were small
dwellings constructed as a place to stay on the weekends after socializing and
shopping on Saturday and attending church services on Sunday. The Sunday
houses also were used when a family member needed medical care, in order
to be close to a physician. Many Sunday houses and other early pioneer homes
remain in Fredericksburg today. Most of these dwellings are built of masonry,
and timber in a European style of construction called fachwerk, or half-
timbering. A number of Sunday houses and old pioneer homes are available
for overnight accommodations as "Bed and Breakfasts."

 Bear Mountain Granite Quarry. This is a granite quarrying operation, still active from
time to time, and the location of this mass of granite, closer to Fredericksburg, may
have saved Enchanted Rock from being quarried for building stone. The roadside rest
area was installed to make parking available for the late "Balanced Rock," a huge
spherical boulder balanced on top of Bear Mountain. In 1986, Balanced Rock was
dynamited by vandals, and rolled down off its perch. There are several "theories" about
this dastardly deed. No longer an attraction, the path to the top of Bear Mountain has
been closed.
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 Edge of the Edwards Plateau-Llano Uplift Boundary. The elevation here is about 1800
feet, on top of part of the Edwards Plateau. When we get the first glimpse of
Enchanted Rock we will be looking into the Llano Uplift, or Central Mineral Region,
where the oldest rocks in Texas are found. The Llano Uplift is a region where ancient
rocks have been pushed up to the surface, although the uplift has been inactive for
millions of years. We will discuss the landforms and geology of this region when we
are in the park.

 Enchanted Rock State Natural Area. An interesting place in terms of geology, and also a
beautiful natural area. Enchanted Rock is a 400+ foot high granite dome that offers a
360 degree view of the surrounding hill country, and displays many classic examples of
weathering and erosion on granite. The attraction of the park is great, every year
thousands of students visit the park on field trips. In addition to geology there are
many interesting historical, archaeological, and biological features in the park.

From now on we will refer to the guidebook to the park:

Enchanted Rock State Natural Area: A Guide to the Landforms, by James F. Petersen.

 The bus will be parked in the area reserved for tour buses.
 The plan is to leave the park by 12:30, as we will probably be starving by then.
 Return to Fredericksburg. We will drop people off near Main Street to find a place to

eat.

Luncheon Possibilities:

 Oma Koock's Restaurant and Biergarten, 312 W. Main. German food in a rustic
restored old building on Main St.

 Altdorf German Biergarten and Restaurant, 301 W. Main. German and Mexican
foods, good selection.

 Georg's Old German Bakery and Restaurant, 225 W. Main. Excellent baked goods,
newly expanded to include restaurant.

 Domino Parlor Restaurant and Beer Garden, 222 E. Main. Restored old building on
Main. I have not tried this one, but it is supposed to be good.

 Fenner's & Beans Grill and Biergarten, 204 E. Main. A couple of blocks east on Main,
seems to be very popular. "Burgers, steamed veggies, ribs, German Plates."

 Pioneer Museum, 309 W. Main Street. After lunch, you can tour the Pioneer Museum
individually. The entrance fee is $3 to $5, and I think it is well worth the donation. The
Pioneer Museum has some interesting displays and a collection of artifacts used by the
early settlers. They have arranged for additional docents to give us guided tours of the
restored old homes that house the museum collection. Allow 45 minutes or so (30
minimum) for this interesting museum, or more if you are a history buff.


